The expanding application spectrum of plasmonic nanoantennas demand versatile design approaches to tailor the antenna properties for specific requirements. The design efforts primarily concentrate on shifting the operation wavelength or enhancing the local fields by manipulating the size and shape of the nanoantenna. Here, we propose a design path to control the absorption and scattering characteristics of a dipole nanoantenna by introducing a hollow region inside the nanostructure. The resulting contour geometry can significantly suppress the scattering of the dipole nanoantenna and enhance its absorption simultaneously. Both the dipole and the contour dipole nanoantenna couple to equivalent amount of the incident radiation. The dipole nanoantenna scatters 84% of the coupled power (absorbs the remaining 16%) whereas the contour dipole structure scatters only 28% of the coupled power (absorbs the remaining 72%). This constitutes the transformation from scatter to absorber nanoantenna. The scattering of a contour nanoantenna can be further suppressed by incorporating a lossless dielectric in the hollow region without altering its absorption. We also demonstrate the applicability of scattering suppression and absorption enhancement features of the contour design in other nanoantenna geometries such as the self-assembly compatible nanoantenna structures of nanodisk and nanoring chains. The benefits of the contour design can be readily utilized in diverse applications; including bioplasmonics, medical diagnosis/therapy, cloaked sensing, photovoltaics and thermoplasmonics.
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I. Introduction
Advances in nanotechnology paved the way to the miniaturization of antennas which provided the means to manipulate light at the subwavelength scale. The nanoantennas are being used in a wide range of applications: from sensing and cloaking to information processing, and even medical diagnosis and therapy. [1, 2, 3] The working principle of the plasmonic nanoantennas is in their ability to confine light beyond the diffraction limit in the form of localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs). [4] These resonances enhance the local electromagnetic field significantly and become very sensitive to changes in the local dielectric environment.
Tailoring the properties of a nanoantenna for the vast variety of applications relies heavily on a careful design approach which involves three major parameters: shape, size and material. Nanoantennas in various shapes have been developed for different application purposes in the last two decades. Bowtie nanoantennas are designed to induce high local electromagnetic fields in between the sharp tips to be used in sensing applications; helical nanoantennas are employed in polarization conversion; multilayer dolmen nanostructures are shown to work as plasmonic rulers, and optical Yagi-Uda antennas are utilized to enhance and direct the emissions of a nanoemitter. [5, 6, 7, 8] The size of the nanoantenna primarily affects the operation wavelength and bandwidth. In radio frequency and microwave regimes, the dimensions of the antenna is directly related to its operation wavelength. However, in the optical regime, the field penetration into the metal body is significant due to the excitation of localized surface plasmons. This field penetration leads to an effective resonance wavelength which takes into account the optical properties of the metal L = λ ef f /2. [9, 10] The material of choice for optical nanoantennas has been dominated by gold and silver due to their small Ohmic losses and inertness under atmospheric conditions. However, there is a growing interest to incorporate new materials for better fabrication characteristics and enhanced heat stability. [11, 12, 13, 14] The losses in metallic nanoantennas are significant and inevitable. Considerable amount of research has focused on circumventing this problem by introducing a gain medium, employing superconductors, or constructing all-dielectric nanoantennas. [15, 16] On the other hand, the lossy nature of the metals can be put into use in devices specifically designed for absorption purposes such as solar energy harvesting [17] , metamaterial perfect absorbers [18] and high optical field generators for near-field microscopy. [19] Nanoantennas that absorb a significant proportion of the incident radiation are utilized in the recently emerging field of thermoplasmonics which exploits the Joule heating caused by the plasmon resonances. [20, 21, 22] The resultant nanoscale heat sources found use in biological applications such as selective photothermal cancer cell treatment [23, 24, 25] and light controlled plasmonic drug delivery. [26] In chemistry, absorber nanoantennas act as nanosources of heat, electrons and strong optical near-fields to control reactions in a nanoscale precision. [27] Designing highly absorptive plasmonic structures for thermoplasmonic applications initiated interest in refractory plasmonic materials to account for the melting point depreciation in nanoscale structures. [28, 29] Absorber nanoantennas are also employed in photovoltaic systems to trap solar radiation in the form of localized surface plasmons, which generate strong near-fields and enhance the creation of electron-hole pairs in the semiconductor. [30] Similarly, in solar thermophotovoltaic devices, instead of creating electron-hole pairs, absorber nanoantennas convert sunlight into heat which via a thermal emitter is coupled to the photovoltaic cell for power generation. [31] Theoretically, the heat generated in the plasmonic nanostructures under continuous illumination is directly related to the absorption cross section (σ Abs ) and the incident light intensity (I): P = σ Abs × I. [32, 33] Plasmonic nanoantennas are also widely utilized in sensing applications. Free-standing nanoantennas resonant in the biological transparency window (650 − 1350 nm) serve as real-time, in-situ spectroscopy for in depth investigation of cellular processes. [34] There is also a growing interest in the self-assembly of nanoantennas, especially inside living cells, by using nanoparticles attached to polymer or biomolecule templates, in particular when the resulting nanoantenna system is too large to go through the cell membrane. [35] In-vitro diagnostic devices based on arrays of plasmonic nanoantennas have also been reported. [36] In recent years, considerable effort is focused on cloaking the nanoantenna sensors to decrease the scattering and disturbance on the probed environment. [37, 38, 39, 40] Unlike ideal cloaking where the presence of an object is completely shielded from the surrounding electromagnetic field, in sensor cloaking the aim is to minimize the scattering caused by the nanoantenna while preserving the coupling to the incident radiation. [41] This concept of "seeing without being seen" [42] has potential applications in communication technologies and in biological/medical imaging by lowering noise and interference. [43] In view of the aforementioned applications, designing low-scattering nanoantennas that has strong coupling to the incident field is crucial for increasing the efficiency in sensing applications. On the other hand, thermoplasmonic and photovoltaic applications can benefit considerably from enhancing the absorption cross section of a nanoantenna. In this paper, we demonstrate the scattering suppression and absorption enhancement in plasmonic nanoantennas by introducing a hollow region into the structure, which results in a contour geometry. While several contour nanoantenna structures have been studied in the past for shifting resonances to achieve deep subwavelength light modulation, for manipulating the damping of the plasmonic resonances, and for improving refractive index sensing capabilities [44, 45, 46, 47] , our study exposes the significant freedom gained by a simple contour design to extend and tune the scattering and absorption properties of a nanoantenna, without altering its outer dimensions. To the best of our knowledge, these features have not been exploited systematically before. 
The rest of the article is structured in 5 sections: The first section provides a comparative study on the scattering suppression and absorption enhancement in dipole and contour dipole nanoantennas. In the second section, we present the effects of the contour geometry on the transmission/reflection properties of a periodic array of contour nanoantennas. The third section gives a qualitative description of the mechanisms providing the scattering suppression and the absorption enhancement based on the local electric field and the induced current distributions of the contour nanoantenna. In the fourth section, the effects of a dielectric-filled hollow on the scattering and absorption of the nanoantenna is discussed. The last section highlights the general applicability of the contour design by illustrating its use in self-assembling nanoantenna structures.
II. Single Nanoantenna Extinction, Scattering & Absorption Cross-Sections
The structures used in this study are referred to as dipole nanoantennas since only the fundamental electric dipole mode is excited under linearly polarized plane-wave illumination. We present a numerical study of silver nanoantennas in near-infrared region. The simulations are performed using the Lumerical FDTD software in the wavelength range of 1000 -3000 nm. Free standing nanoantennas without any substrate are studied to eliminate complications such as resonance shift and broadening. In all of the performed simulations the nanoantenna height (L z ) is fixed at 30 nm. Nanoantennas of varying length (L x = 300 − 700 nm) and width (L y = 20 − 250 nm) are studied. All contour dipole nanoantenna designs are based on the same parent dipole structure (L x × L y × L z = 400 × 100 × 30 nm) with varying hollow dimensions (W x = 100 − 360 nm, W y = 20 − 80 nm). For modelling the complex refractive index of silver, we use BrendalBormann model which is shown to be in good agreement with experimental observations in the studied wavelength range. [48, 49, 50] The extinction cross section (σ Ext ) of an object is a measure of its effective shadowing area and calculated by: σ Ext = P tot /I where P tot is the total energy loss from the incident beam and I is the incident light intensity. One of the contributions to this loss of intensity is due to redirection of the propagating beam which is related to the scattering cross section: σ Scat = P scat /I where P scat represents scattered power by the object. Due to energy conservation the rest of the power loss must be due to the absorption of the object and by definition the absorption cross section is: σ Abs = σ Ext − σ Scat . [51] We calculated the scattering and extinction cross sections (σ Scat & σ Ext ) of the dipole and contour dipole nanoantennas using the FDTD simulations and consequently obtained the absorption cross section (σ Abs ).
Comparing the extinction, scattering and absorption cross sections of a dipole and three contour dipole nanoantennas (of the same outer dimensions) revealed the changes induced by the presence and varying size of the hollow region (Fig 2d-f) : The resonance wavelength is redshifted with increasing hollow size. As the outer dimensions remain intact, this resonance shift enables deeper subwavelength control of light by contour dipole nanoantenna (L contour = 400 nm = λ res /5.5) compared to a dipole nanoantenna of the same size (L dipole = 400 nm = λ res /3.5).
Increasing the hollow size transforms the nanoantenna from scatterer to absorber in character, as the absorption surpasses the scattering cross section (Fig  2e, f) . Furthermore, the extinction cross section remains roughly constant throughout the crossover of the scattering and absorption cross-sections. This implies that, by starting with a proper sized dipole nanoantenna, one can carve out a hollow region to produce a contour nanoantenna with tailored scattering and absorption cross sections, at the desired operation wavelength, while preserving the extinction cross section.
Conventional design approaches for manipulating the resonance wavelength and the scattering behavior of dipole nanoantennas focus on dimensional alterations of the structure. To contrast the effects of the contour geometry, we present a comparative study on the effects of changing the length and the width of a dipole nanoantenna on the resonance wavelength, relative scattering efficiency and scattering, absorption and extinction cross sections of a dipole nanoantenna (Fig 3) . Figure 3a, c & e show the effects of changing the nanoantenna length (L x ), at a fixed width (L y = 100 nm). The resonance wavelength as well as the scattering and absorption cross sections change linearly whereas the relative scattering efficiency (RSE = σ Scat /σ Ext ) remains constant with the changing nanoantenna length. We introduced RSE as a measure of the extent of scattering in the extinction cross section. An RSE smaller than 0.5 indicates to an absorber nanoantenna, contrarily a scatterer nanoantenna has an RSE larger than 0.5. Significant variation of the relevant parameters is achieved only for narrow nanoantennas (L y < 50 nm). We will compare the narrow dipole nanoantennas to the contour dipole structures later in this section. The control over the RSE of a dipole nanoantenna based on length and width alterations is limited to narrow structures only (Fig 4a) . Figure 4 illustrates the extent of freedom gained by the contour design approach in modifying the RSE of a parent dipole nanoantenna (marked by the black rectangle with dimensions: L x × L y = 400 × 100 nm). The dipole nanoantenna acts as a scatterer (RSE > 0.5) almost in the entire range of the axes. This observation is also consistent with the calculations based on Mie theory for nanospheres and nanoshells which indicates that small particles (L ≤∼ λ/20) are predominantly absorbers whereas larger particles act as scatterers. [52] The RSE of the contour dipole nanoantenna can be suppressed from 0.84 for the parent dipole (marked by the black rectangle in Fig 4a) to 0.32 by enlarging the hollow region (Fig 4b) . Note that when W y > 70 nm, the RSE can be brought below 0.5 and the selected constant RSE curves are running horizontally. Evidently, the width (W y ) rather than the length (W x ) of the hollow region governs the change in the RSE. We will elucidate this dependence later on while discussing the local field and current density of the contour dipole antenna. The expanded RSE of a contour dipole nanoantenna which is based on the parent dipole with dimensions: L x × L y = 400 × 100 nm (marked by the black rectangular region in (a)). RSE > (<) 0.5 indicates predominantly scatterer (absorber) nanoantennas.
We conclude this section by summarizing the modification of the scattering, absorption and extinction cross sections of the dipole and the contour dipole nanoantenna by their respective design parameters as shown in the first and second columns of Figure 5 . The black rectangular regions in the figures of the first column, mark the location of the parent dipole structure (L x ×L y = 400×100nm) of the contour dipole nanoantennas in the second column. Thus, the second column of figures can be seen as the expansion of the rectangular region through the contour design and signifies the additional range gained in the corresponding parameters.
The similarity of the scattering and extinction cross section profiles of the dipole nanoantenna (Fig 5a, e) emphasizes its scattering character. The vertical running contour curves in Fig 5a, e indicate that the properties of the dipole nanoantenna are mainly governed by its length and the nanoantenna width becomes effective only below 50 nm. The absorption cross section remains small and relatively insensitive to the changes in the design parameters (Fig  5c) .
The significance of the contour nanoantenna design is in the scattering and absorption cross section profiles which exhibit inverse and comparable variations as a function of contour parameters (Fig 5b, d) . Consequently, the extinction cross section remains almost constant (Fig 5f) . The horizontal running contour curves indicate that the cross sections are dictated by the width of the hollow. To demonstrate the scatterer to absorber transition in contour dipole nanoantennas, we plot the cross sections as a function of hollow width (W y ) at fixed hollow length (W x = 300 nm). Figure 5g clearly shows the crossing of σ Scat & σ Abs .
In cloaked sensing applications, suppression of scattering without compromising on the coupling to the incident field is essential. The contour nanoantenna design constitute a viable path for scattering suppression. The dashed arrows in Fig 5a, b indicate the directions to be taken to suppress the scattering in the dipole and contour dipole nanoantennas. The arrows in the lower panels, mark the trend in absorption and extinction cross sections (Fig 5c-f) along the scattering suppression path for each nanoantenna respectively. The scattering suppression path for the dipole nanoantenna fails to preserve the extinction cross section. However, the contour dipole nanoantenna preserves the extinction cross section which represents the coupling to the incident field. The utilization of contour dipole nanoantennas in cloaked sensing applications will be discussed in more detail in the later sections. . (e) Demonstration of the reflection/absorption crossover by widening the hollow at a fixed length W x = 300 nm. Periodicity in both directions (P x = P y = 800 nm) and parent dipole nanoan-
Periodic nanoantenna arrays provide a functional layer with application-specific reflection, transmission and absorption properties and their usage is already reported in optical nanocircuits [53] , sensors [54] and photovoltaics. [55] The electromagnetic response of the nanoantenna array is primarily determined by that of the unit cell (constituent nanoantenna). The refractive index of the substrate and the periodicity of the array account for the secondary factors that influence the electromagnetic response of the nanoantenna array. [56, 57] In order to relate to the results presented in the previous section and to focus on the effects of the contour design, we consider a free-standing contour nanoantenna array with a typical periodicity of P x = P y = 800 nm (Fig 6a) . The transmission (T) and reflection (R) under normal incidence are calculated from the FDTD simulation and the absorption (A) is determined by the relation: A = 1 − (T + R). The extinction (E) is given by E = R + A = 1 − T . Figures 6 b, c & d show the transmission, reflection and absorption as a function of the hollow dimensions. In accordance with the results of a single contour dipole antenna (Fig 5g) , the periodic array exhibits a crossover from reflective to absorptive behavior (Fig 6e) . Unlike the response of the single contour dipole nanoantenna, the extinction (transmission) of the periodic array shows a decreasing (increasing) trend with increasing hollow width (W y ).
IV. Scattering Suppression & Absorption Enhancement Mechanisms
For a qualitative understanding of the mechanism behind the scattering suppression and the absorption enhancement, we investigate the electric field and the current density distribution of the dipole and the contour dipole nanoantennas at their respective resonance wavelengths. The dominant electric field component along the direction of incident polarization (E x ) shows the electric dipole moments induced in each nanostructure (Fig 7a, b) .
The electric fields at both ends of the dipole nanoantenna are oriented in the same (-x) direction, which defines a dipole moment indicated by the blue arrow (Fig  7a) . The contour nanoantenna possesses an additional opposing dipole moment (red arrow) which is induced across the hollow region (Fig 7b) . Since the scattering (i.e the radiated energy) of the nanoantenna is proportional to the square of the net dipole moment, reducing the net dipole moment suppresses the scattering of the contour nanoantenna. A similar scattering suppression is utilized in plasmonic cloaking of sensors, where the dipole moment of a dielectric nanoantenna is reduced by the opposite polarization induced in the surrounding plasmonic cloak with negative permittivity (P cloak = ( cloak − 0 )E incident ).
The enhancement of absorption can be inferred from the on-resonance current density profiles of the nanostructures. The contour geometry restricts the surface current flow to narrow channels whereas the current flow is spread over the entire surface of the dipole nanoantenna (Fig 7e, f) . As the contour geometry has considerably smaller cross sectional area (1/5 of the dipole), by Pouillet's law (R = ρL/A) its electrical resistance increases by the same amount. [58] Applying the Ampere's law on a rectangular path at the yz-plane outlining each nanoantenna at their respective resonances, reveals that the dipole and the contour dipole nanoantenna have a similar amount of current flow (Fig 7g) . The same amount of current passing through a region of increased resistance increases the Ohmic losses (P = I 2 R), and significantly enhances the absorption in the contour dipole structure. Note that, the absorption cross section remains relatively unaffected by the hollow length change, whereas the increasing hollow width increases the absorption significantly (Fig 5e) . The binary effect of the hollow as a scattering suppressor and absorption enhancer in the contour dipole nanoantennas, makes these structures promising candidates for noninvasive sensing and communication applications. Scattering suppression reduces the noise and the disturbance in the environment of measurement whereas increased absorption preserves the extinction cross section and maintains strong coupling to the incident radiation. The induced strong local fields increase the interaction with matter for near-field spectroscopic applications (Fig 7c, d) .
V. Further Scattering Suppression by Changing the Refractive Index of the Hollow
Increasing the refractive index of the hollow region by incorporating a dielectric medium enables the construction of contour dipole nanoantennas with even lower relative scattering efficiencies (Fig 8) . Figure 8 : The effect of a lossless dielectric medium with refractive index (n Hollow ), filling the hollow region of the contour dipole on the scattering, absorption and extinction cross section spectra: (a) n Hollow =1 (reference), (b) n Hollow = 1.8, (c) n Hollow = 2.5, as illustrated by the insets. The contour dipole has the same design as given in Fig.7 .
Unlike the changes corresponding to the dimensional alterations of the hollow, the scattering suppression induced by increasing the refractive index of the dielectric (n Hollow ) preserves the absorption rather than the extinction cross section (Fig 9a) . Conservation of absorption cross section while suppressing the scattering of a nanoantenna adds another functionality to the contour design and enables the independent manipulation of scattering from absorption cross section. The RSE of the contour dipole nanoantenna can be further reduced (Fig 9b) and the resonance wavelength shifts towards slightly larger wavelengths (Fig 9c) .
The scattering suppression mechanism in contour dipole nanoantennas is attributed to the cancellation of antiparallel polarization vectors induced across the nanoan-tenna (P Ant = ( Ant − 0 )E incident ) and the hollow (P Hollow = ( Hollow − 0 )E incident ) that result in a diminished net polarization (P net = P Ant −P Hollow ). [59] Increasing the refractive index of the hollow (n Hollow = √ Hollow ) produces a larger polarization vector inside the hollow dielectric and further reduces the net polarization of the contour dipole structure. The reduced net dipole moment causes the additional depreciation in scattering cross section. On the other hand, absorption cross section remains unaffected as the cross sectional area for the flow of resonating charges is preserved. Changing the hollow refractive index constitutes an alternative design path to further suppress the scattering of a dipole nanoantenna without enhancing its absorption. VI. Scattering Suppression in SelfAssembling Nanoantennas
With the advancing self-assembly techniques, more and more research is focused on producing selfassembling counterparts of top-down constructed plasmonic nanoantennas. [60, 61, 62] Replacing a dipole nanoantenna with a chain of nanoparticles achieves light modulation in deeper subwavelength regime by shifting the resonance to longer wavelengthes while preserving the size of the structure. [63] This resonance shift is attributed to the prolonged path for charge oscillations on the surface of the nanoparticle chain. Replacing the solid nanoparticles with nanoshells increases the resonance wavelength further. The oscillating electrons are restricted to move along the even longer path on the outer surface of the nanoshells. [64] The nanodisk chain (middle inset) can be considered as a dipole nanoantenna (top inset) contoured from the outside and the nanoring chain (bottom inset) can be considered as a dipole nanoantenna contoured from both the outside and the inside.
In addition to changing the resonance wavelength, replacing dipole nanoantennas with nanodisk and nanoring chains causes a significant scattering suppression and absorption enhancement (Fig 10a-c) . Relative scattering efficiency is dramatically reduced from 0.84 for the dipole nanoantenna to 0.57 for the nanodisk chain and further to 0.28 for the nanoring chain. Apart from being promising candidates for subwavelength light modulation, nanoring chains significantly suppress scattering and enable the construction of self-assembling, deep subwavelength, absorber nanoantennas. These self-assembling, low-scattering nanoantenna systems also has great potential for cloaked sensing applications especially in biological systems to monitor cellular processes where current cloaked sensor designs are either too large to pass through the cell membrane or too difficult to construct inside the cell using the available self-assembly techniques.
VII. Conclusions
We propose the contour antenna geometry as a design scheme to tailor the scattering and absorption properties of the dipole nanoantennas. The primary feature of this design is to suppress the scattering of the nanoantenna which can be utilized in low-scattering sensors to reduce noise in optical communication and spectroscopic applications. Absorption enhancement is another feature of the contour geometry that is beneficial in photovoltaic and thermoplasmonic applications where the absorption of the electromagnetic field is critical.
The absorption enhancement and the scattering suppression occur simultaneously in contour nanoantennas causing little variation in the extinction cross section. In other words, the contour geometry determines how the extinction is distributed between the scattering and absorption cross sections. A predominantly scatterer nanoantenna can be transformed to become absorber in character, while the antenna extinction is preserved (RSE Dipole = 0.84, RSE Contour = 0.28). This provides the optimal conditions for cloaked sensing applications where reduced scattering yet strong coupling to the external field is required.
Deeper subwavelength light manipulation is another feature of the contour dipole nanoantenna as it resonates at a longer wavelength than its parent dipole. Therefore, the resonance-matching dipole nanoantenna needs to be significantly larger than the contour structure. Incorporating different dielectric materials in the hollow suppresses the scattering further without altering the absorption cross section which comprises a different functionality than modifying the size of the hollow region.
The contour design is applicable to other nanoantenna geometries together with the conclusions drawn for the dipole nanostructure. The scattering of a nanodisk chain, which is a self-assembled counterpart of the dipole nanoantenna, can be suppressed substantially by replacing the nanodisks with nanorings (RSE N anodisk = 0.57, RSE N anoring = 0.28). With the readily available features, the contour design can be implemented in various nanoantenna geometries to be employed in a wide range of applications.
